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PRICING POLICY 

 
2.1.14 Define/Explain the meaning of price 
 

The monetary value attached to an item or service. 
 
2.1.15 Discuss/Explain the importance of pricing. 

 

 The main aim of a business is to make a profit. 

 Before setting a price the business must: 
- determine the cost of the product 
- determine their mark up or profit 
- determine how much the customer will be prepared to pay for the good  
  or service. 

 Some businesses look at the prices of their competitors before 
determining their own pricing. 

 Setting the correct prices can influence: 
- Number of sales of the product. 
- Cost of the production. 
- Profits of the business. 

 
2.1.16 Outline/Mention/Explain/Discuss the following pricing techniques 
(methods) e.g.: 
Cost-based/orientated pricing 
Mark-up pricing 
Customer/target based pricing 
Competition based/orientation pricing 
Promotional pricing 
Penetration pricing 
Psychological pricing 
Bait pricing 
Skimming prices 
 

Cost-based/orientated pricing 
This method sets the basic price aligned to the cost of a product and covers 
the real price of production, distribution and sales costs, while adding a 
reasonable profit. 
Example of cost based pricing : 
Cost-plus pricing 
This technique calculates the total cost of a product and adds a predetermined 
percentage as a mark-up (profit)  to arrive at the selling price. 
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Mark-up pricing 
Mark-up pricing is calculated as a percentage.  This percentage is calculated 

from the cost per unit. 

e.g.:  Mark-up pricing = Total fixed costs (R8) + Total variable costs (R23) + 

         50% mark-up (R15-50) = R46-50 per shirt. 

 

Customer/Target based pricing 
Customer/Target pricing is where companies will set certain targets to 

achieve.   This is often  when they have had to spend large amounts of capital 

on machinery.  These figures are used to calculate the pricing. This is 

calculated in a similar way to cost-plus pricing. 

 

Competition-based/orientation pricing 
One of the easiest methods of pricing is to use competitors prices as a starting 

point for determining a product’s price.  Put prices in line with your competitors' 

price or just below their prices.  Conduct research of competitor's prices. 

Retailers must be fully informed of the prices their competitors charge and also 

know how sensitive their customers are about prices 

 

Promotional pricing 
Would be used when you want to price the product at a low price for a set 
period to attract new customers. 
 

Penetration pricing 
Businesses should sell products at a low price for a specific period to attract 
customers. Increase prices once after gaining market share.  
 

Psychological pricing 
Prices are set in a way that the prices have special appeal to customers. 

Odd-even pricing is an example of psychological pricing.  Odd-even prices are 

set a few rand or cent lower than the next even figure, for example R99-95 

instead of R100-00.  Odd-even prices make products appear cheaper. 

 

Bait pricing 
Prices are set very low to attract customers.  However, once customers 
enquire about the bait priced product, sales staff point out all the 
disadvantages of buying the product on promotion, compared to other more 
expensive products.  The aim of bait pricing is to encourage customers to 
upgrade and to buy a more expensive product. 
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Skimming prices  
A product that is either a new invention or a new version of an old product is 
sold on the market at a high price.  People will pay this high price because of 
the newness of this product.  Sell at lower prices as new competitors enter 
the market.  

 
 
 

 
(DBE Exemplar Nov 2019 Q6) 

BEST PAINTS MANUFACTURERS (BPM) 
Best Paints Manufacturers specialise in the manufacturing of high-quality paints for their 
customers. BPM realise that good packaging and pricing techniques can attract new 

customers and increase their market share. The management of BPM always does 
research on different categories of consumer goods in order to satisfy the needs of their 
clients. 

 

 Advise BPM on how customers can be attracted using the following pricing 

strategies: 
o Penetration pricing 

o Price skimming 
o Discount pricing 
o Competitive pricing 

 
 
Penetration pricing √√ 
- Businesses should  sell products at a low price for a specific period to attract customers. √√ 
- Increase prices once after gaining market share. √√ 
 
 
Price skimming √√ 
- Sell a new or old version of a product at a high price. √√ 
- Sell at lower prices as new competitors enter the market √√ 
 
 
Discount pricing √√ 
- Offer a discount on bulk purchases to increase sales. √√ 
- Sell cheaper products priced  in large volumes. √√ 

 
 
 

Competitive pricing 
- Put prices in line with your competitors' price or just below their prices. √√ 
- Conduct research of competitor's prices. Retailers must be fully informed of the prices their 

competitors charge and also know how sensitive their customers are about prices.√√ 
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(EC NOV 2016 Q5.4) 
5.4 Discuss FOUR pricing strategies that businesses can use  for their products. 

 
 

Cost-plus pricing√√ 
Estimating how many products will be produced, then calculating the total cost of producing this 
output√ and finally adding a percentage mark-up for a profit.√ 

 

Penetration pricing√√ - answer above 
 

Price skimming√√ answer above 
 

Competitive pricing√√ answer above 
 

Promotional pricing√√ 
Used when you want to price the product at a low price√ for a set period to attract new customers.√ 

 
Differential pricing√√ 
Used when different prices are set√ for different segments of the market.√ 

 
Prestige pricing√√ 
Prices are artificially high√ to prove prestige or maintain a certain image.√ 
The product is a status symbol.√ 

 

Odd pricing√√ 
Used to give the impression√ that products are cheaper.√ 

 
Discount pricing√√ answer above 
 
 
 

2.1.17 Identify the above mentioned pricing techniques from given 
scenarios/statements. Quote from the scenario to support your answer. 

(DBE Exemplar June 2019) 
 
 

3.2 Identify the pricing techniques used by Fatima Enterprises in EACH statement 
 below. 
 

3.2.1 Fatima Enterprises charge lower prices for their products in order to enter new 
 market. 
3.2.2 The prices for new products that are not currently offered by competitors are high. 

3.2.3 The practice of pricing goods artificially high to maintain a certain image. 

 
3.2.1 Penetration pricing √√ 
3.2.2 Price skimming √√ 
3.2.3 Prestige pricing √√ 
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(EC NOV 2018 Q6.8) 

Identify the pricing technique used in EACH case below: 
 
6.8.1 Power (Pty) Ltd sells their re-chargeable light bulbs at R10 in an attempt to enter a 

 new market. 
6.8.2 Sports Take has an end-of-range sale by offering a ‘buy-one-get-one-free’ sale. 
6.8.3 Coffee Beans drop their prices below that of Mega Coffee. 

 
6.8.1 Penetration pricing√√ 
6.8.2 Promotional pricing√√ 
6.8.3 Competition based/competitive√√ 

 
 
 
2.1.18 Outline/Mention/Explain/Discuss factors that influence pricing. 
 
 
2.1.19 Identify these factors from given scenarios/statements. Quote 
 from the scenario to support your answer. 
 

(GP INFORMAL TASK) 

     Factors that influence pricing 

 Input costs: The higher the input costs, the higher the final price. An 
increase in labour or transportation could increase the final price√√ 

 Demand for the product: The higher the demand, the higher the 
production volume , the lower the input costs , the lower the final price√√ 

 Target market: Income level of the target market√√ 

 Type of product: Luxury products can be priced higher√√ 

 Pricing technique used to determine the price:  Promotional pricing could 
be lower than demand oriented pricing√√ 

 Substitutes: If there are similar products that could replace a product, a 
high price may result in loss of sales to the substitute√√ 

 Complement goods: If the price and demand of complement good 
increases, the other product may increase at the same rate, e.g. prices 
of computers and keyboards may increase at the same time. √√ 

 The economic climate and availability of goods and services: When 
there is a shortage of a certain product, people are prepared to pay more 
for it. √√ 
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